
who managed Bush’s 1992 re-election bid, as well as worked has now confirmed what we have been saying all along—
this is a multibillion-dollar attempt to rip off our members.”on the 1988 campaign.

MacDougal and the Annie E. Casey Foundation both have Private pension funds in the United States are notorious for
bankrupting themselves, and leaving their employees and re-histories of close involvement with social policy formulation,

especially in the field now known as “welfare to work.” The tirees in the lurch—a danger which is particularly likely in
the current period of financial liquidation on the markets.Annie Casey Foundation funds think-tank studies which push

“workfare,” and, in turn, UPS receives government subsidies
in order to hire welfare recipients to work in its plants. UPS The political line-up

Various Conservative Revolution governors, led by Vir-is experimenting with using welfare recipients in programs
in New Jersey, Chicago, Dallas-Fort Worth, Maryland, Penn- ginia’s George Allen (R) and Iowa’s Terry Branstad (R), have
sylvania, and Virginia.

More than 60% of UPS’s jobs are part-time, and begin at
$8 an hour. But that does not tell the full story. The part-time
workers, who are mostly the warehouse workers and packers,
work largely in four-hour shifts, according to reports. A large
number are attempting to support a family. They are also LaRouche offers supportsubjected to speedup, reminiscent of the most drastic assem-
bly line gearups that occurred in the auto plants in the early for Teamsters’ UPS strike
1970s. A report on the New York City plant quotes workers
saying that sorters are clocked so that they handle at least

Democratic Presidential candidate Lyndon H. LaRouche,1,000 packages per hour—a back-breaking rate. This speedup
corresponds to the official reports, by the union, that UPS has Jr., issued the following statement on Aug. 12, supporting

the strike of the International Brotherhood of Teamstersa very high accident rate, and has had at least one death on
the job per year. against United Parcel Service. We have added subheads:

Not surprisingly, such working conditions, and wages,
lead to a very high rate of turnover in the part-time work- I regard the well-designed strike against United Parcel Ser-

vice as an important, most timely part of the struggle toforce—some say as high as 400%.
One of the major Teamster contract demands is an in- return the United States to those principles which plainly

underlie our republic’s Federal Constitution. Important,crease in the number of full-time jobs, as well as an increase
in wages for full- and part-time workers. UPS, the only union- because many in the Congress either never learned, or have

forgotten our Constitution; timely, because prominent Jus-ized company involved in the overnight delivery business, is
offering only minimal concessions in this area, even by its tices of our Supreme Court have dedicated themselves to

overthrowing that Constitution. I write to call your atten-own accounts.
tion to those issues of this strike.

The fundamental law of our Federal Republic is statedPension grab
If UPS is prepared to use up and throw away its workforce, in the Preamble of that Constitution. The remainder of the

body of that Constitution is a well-considered design ofit doesn’t feel the same way about their money. The second
major issue in the strike, from the side of the company, is government for implementing that fundamental law. I

quote that Preamble, and then address that principle whichthe pension fund. Presently, UPS pays into several Teamster
pension funds, which cover workers from many companies. the Preamble carries forward from the 1776 Declaration

of Independence.Union and management both participate in the funds’ admin-
istration, which is regulated by the Federal government. “We the people of the United States, in order to form

a more perfect Union, establish Justice, ensure domesticUPS is demanding that it be allowed to withdraw its pen-
sion contributions, and to set up an independent company Tranquility, provide for the common defence, promote the

general Welfare, and secure the Blessings of Liberty tofund for UPS employees; UPS calls it, “UPS monies for UPS
workers.” UPS says that it will increase the level of the pen- our selves and our Posterity, do ordain and establish this

Constitution of the United States.”sion payments within its independent fund. The union has
described this proposal as an attempt to grab the money from
the fund, which it will then use to reduce its contribution to Republican principles

Read this in light of some very distinctive and mean-the plan, and pad its profits. UPS Vice President for Human
Resources Lea Soupata admitted on Aug. 12 that, “if invest- ingful choice of language featured in the Declaration of

Independence: “Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happi-ment income were so significant, it might result in fewer addi-
tional dollars going into the plan.” ness.” This is the language which our republic’s founding

Teamster President Carey commented: “The company
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joined House Speaker Newt Gingrich (R-Ga.) and UPS in is ironic that the company would demand government inter-
vention, when it generally objects vigorously to governmentdemanding that President Clinton intervene to send the Team-

sters back to work. This he would have to do under Taft- intervention on questions of health and safety. The same ap-
plies to the Conservative Revolutionaries, who oppose aHartley legislation, which was devised to be applied in the

case of national emergency, or to remedy the shutdown of strong government, except when it calls for suppression of
labor.strategic sectors of the economy. If the President invoked

Taft-Hartley, he would go to court to seek an injunction President Clinton, who has encouraged his Labor Secre-
tary Alexis Herman to “jawbone” both sides into further talks,against the union, forcing them to keep working while arbitra-

tion on a contract was under way. has so far resisted the pressure to intervene, saying that the
damage from the strike has not reached the threshold requiredAs AFL-CIO President John Sweeney has pointed out, it

fathers adopted from Gottfried Leibniz’s exposure of the herded, and culled by overlords’ exertion of what is called
evil intended by John Locke’s “Life, Liberty, and Prop- today “property right.”
erty.” This difference in language was the central issue of The essential distinction of man and woman, which
our war against the British monarchy’s oppression, then, sets us apart from, and above the beasts, is the developable,
and against the same alien philosophy of our so-called creative powers of the individual human mind, the source
“Thatcherite neo-conservatives” today. Put this central of humanity’s manifest power of dominion over nature
principle of our Declaration of Independence together with about us. Thus, the education of each and every mind, the
the fundamental law of our constitutional Federal republic, conditions of family life needed for the cultivation of that
its Preamble, and the importance of victory of this strike same potential, the opportunity to work and live, as adults,
against the rampage of inhumane “neo-conservativism” in a fruitful manner consistent with the dignity which that
should be clear to all thinking citizens. implies, are the hallmarks of true human freedom, and the

Our republic was founded by colonists chiefly from wellspring of a natural right of each and all persons, which
the British Isles, Netherlands, and Germany, who settled is always to be superior in law to the claims of property-
here under the inspiration of a great struggle for civil and right.
religious freedom then in progress within Europe itself. Thus, Leibniz replaced Locke’s “Life, Liberty, and
Those founders sought to do here, what had seemed to be Property,” with “Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happi-
nearly impossible in Europe itself at that time. Thus, in the ness.” Thus, when slave-owners sought to defend their
many struggles against the English and British monarchy regression to the most evil practices of past history, the
and Parliament, from the founding of the Massachusetts degrading of men and women to the status of cattle, they
Bay Colony, through our Declaration of Independence, invoked Locke’s slogan as their law, as do, to kindred
our forebears, relatively freer from that sodden hand of effect, radical neo-conservatives of today.
feudal oligarchism which still ruled Britain and other Euro- The practices against which this strike are directed, ex-
pean states, framed what has proven itself to be the most press the evil which has taken over much of the economic
suitable design of government yet specified by any people practice of these United States during the course of the past
of this planet. Would that we had been able to stay with quarter-century. Cheating human beings of their right to
that design and its intention. a decent living, and the looting of our enterprises by the

scavenger’s trick of “just-in-time” policies of inventory
The struggle to free man maintenance, typify those misconceptions which have

The European struggle for liberty, of which the repub- ruined the living standards of our people, collapsed our
lican leaders of the colonies were representative, was con- governments’ tax-revenue base, and looted our physical
ceived to the purpose of forming national republics which economy downto the bone, all for the sake ofgreat specula-
would serve the true interest of all of the people, rather tive short-term paper profits on Wall Street and similar
than merely a small minority of overlords and their lack- places.
eys. This intent sprang from a Christian reading of Genesis Now, as under the leadership of that President Abra-
1:26-28, that each and all persons are made in the image ham Lincoln who restored the intent of our 1789 Federal
of the Creator, that mankind might exert dominion in the Constitution, it is necessary to go to battle once again,
world. The intent was to free mankind from the circum- to give flesh and blood to the intent of that Constitution.
stances to which more than 95% of the people of all known Every true patriot of our nation, and every lover of true
cultures had been condemned earlier, to live as slaves, freedom from around the world, should salute those trade-
serfs, or, in other guises, as virtual human cattle to be unionists whose battle is our own.
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